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ABSTRACT

Disclosed are a cell reselection method, comprising: when a source cell determines that a UE meets an initial reselection condition of reselecting a target cell, the source cell performing a local search to find whether a reselection threshold parameter of reselecting the source cell from the target cell exists, if not, reselecting the target cell for the UE, and if yes, further determining whether a corresponding parameter of the UE in the source cell is smaller than or equal to the reselection threshold parameter, if not, not reselecting the target cell for the UE, and if yes, reselecting the target cell for the UE. Further disclosed are a cell reselection apparatus and a base station. The technical solution of the present invention avoids asymmetry of reselection policy between a TD cell and a GSM cell, avoids ping-pong reselection between the TD cell and the GSM cell, shortens the duration that the pinging of a VE is off during reselection, reduces the network load, and making the VE energy conservative.
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when it is determined that a UE being served in a source cell meets an initial reselection condition for reselecting to be served in a target cell, local search is performed for a source cell reselection parameter threshold for a UE being served in the target cell to reselect to be served in the source cell.

threshold found

it is determined whether a source cell reselection parameter corresponding to the source cell reselection parameter threshold measured for the source cell by the UE is less than or no greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold; when the source cell reselection parameter is greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold, the flow ends; when the source cell reselection parameter is less than or no greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold, the flow goes to step 103.

threshold not found

the UE being served in the source cell reselects to be served in the target cell.
upon reselection by a UE from a GSM cell to a TD cell, an element (GsmCellID, TddOffSet) may be sent to TD

the element (GsmCellID, TddOffSet) may be added in a list of reselection thresholds at the TD side

GSM measurement may be started at the TD side as usual, and a GSM cell may be assessed
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upon reselection by a UE from a TD cell to a GSM cell, an element (TDCellID, GsmCellID, T2GThreshHold) may be sent to TD

the element (TDCellID, GsmCellID, T2GThreshHold) may be added in a list of reselection thresholds at the GSM side

TD measurement may be started at the GSM side as usual, and a TD cell may be assessed

Y

Is the TD cell found in the list of reselection thresholds?

Y

Is a signal in the GSM cell greater than T2GThreshHold corresponding to the TD cell?

N

the UE may camp on the TD cell

N

reselection to GSM?
CELL RESELECTION METHOD AND
APPARATUS, BASE STATION

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosure relates to cell reselection, and in particular
to a method and apparatus for cell reselection between two
different mobile communication systems, and a base station
BS.

BACKGROUND

Cell reselection by a User Equipment UE in a Public Land
Mobile Network PLMN between a Time Division-Synchronous
Code Division Multiple Access TD-SCDMA system and a Global System of Mobile communication GSM is
protocaled.

Serving cell reselection by a UE from the TD-SCDMA
system to the GSM is protocaled to be performed according
to sorted relative values. Namely, when the signal of a GSM
cell is better than that of a serving TD-SCDMA system cell
over a continued period of time according to a sorting
criterion, cell reselection towards the GSM may be trig-
gered.

Reselection from the TD-SCDMA system to the GSM
however depends on an absolute threshold. When a UE
camping on the GSM leans by measurement that the signal
strength of a TD-SCDMA system cell is higher than the
threshold for a continued period of 5 s, cell reselection
towards the TD-SCDMA system may be triggered.

It may be understood from the simple description of
inter-standard reselection that, due to asymmetric principles
in reselection between the GSM and the TD-SCDMA sys-
tem, there may be chances when both a reselection require-
ment from a TD-SCDMA system cell to a GSM cell and that
from a GSM cell to a TD-SCDMA system cell are met,
which may lead to Ping-Pong reselection and thus cause a
series of problems as follows, for example. As a UE may
receive no paging message during reselection, Ping-Pong
reselection may lead to increased paging interruption time.
Registration has to be performed after reselection, which no
doubt increases a network load, and will lead to UE resource
waste, leading to a shortened standby time.

SUMMARY

In view of this, embodiments herein provide a method and
apparatus for cell reselection as well as a BS, capable of
suppressing Ping-Pong reselection between two cells of
different communication systems.

To this end, herein a technical solution may be imple-
mented as follows.

A method for cell reselection may include:
when determining that a User Equipment UE being served
in a source cell meets an initial reselection condition for
reselecting to be served in a target cell, locally searching for
a source cell reselection parameter threshold for a UE being
served in the target cell to reselect to be served in the source
cell; when there is no such threshold, allowing the UE being
served in the source cell to reselect to be served in the target
cell; when there is such a threshold, further determining
whether a source cell reselection parameter corresponding to
the source cell reselection parameter threshold measured for
the source cell by the UE is less than or no greater than the
source cell reselection parameter threshold; when the source
cell reselection parameter is less than or no greater than the
source cell reselection parameter threshold, allowing the UE
being served in the source cell to reselect to be served in the
target cell.

The method may further include:
in allowing the UE being served in the source cell to
reselect to be served in the target cell, notifying the target
cell of a target cell reselection parameter threshold for the
UE being served in the source cell to reselect to be served in
the target cell.

The initial reselection condition may include a protocaled
reselection condition.

The source cell and the target cell may belong respect-
ively to different communication systems.

The source cell and the target cell may belong respect-
ively to a Time Division-Synchronous Code Division Mul-
tiple Access TD-SCDMA system and a Global System of
Mobile communication GSM.

When the source cell is a GSM cell and the target cell is
a TD-SCDMA system cell, the target cell may be notified of
a source cell identifier and a target cell reselection parameter
threshold.

When the source cell is a TD-SCDMA system cell and the
target cell is a GSM cell, the target cell may be notified of
a source cell identifier, a target cell identifier, and a target
cell reselection parameter threshold.

The source cell reselection parameter threshold may include at least one of a Signal-to-Noise Ratio SNR and a
received power of a wireless signal.

An apparatus for cell reselection may include a first
determining unit, a search unit, a reselecting unit, and a
second determining unit.

The first determining unit may be configured for: deter-
miming whether a User Equipment UE being served in a
source cell meets an initial reselection condition for re-
selecting to be served in a target cell; when the UE being
served in the source cell meets the initial reselection condi-
tion for reselecting to be served in the target cell, trigger-
ing the search unit.

The search unit may be configured for: locally searching for
a source cell reselection parameter threshold for a UE
being served in the target cell to reselect to be served in the
source cell; when there is no such threshold, triggering the
reselecting unit; when there is such a threshold, triggering
the second determining unit.

The reselecting unit may be configured for: allowing the
UE being served in the source cell to reselect to be served in
the target cell.

The second determining unit may be configured for:
determining whether a source cell reselection parameter
corresponding to the source cell reselection parameter
threshold measured for the source cell by the UE is less than
or no greater than the source cell reselection parameter
threshold; when the source cell reselection parameter is
less than or no greater than the source cell reselection parameter
threshold, triggering the reselecting unit to allow the UE
being served in the source cell to reselect to be served in the
source cell.

The apparatus may further include a notification unit.
The notification unit may be configured for: when the
reselecting unit allows the UE being served in the source
cell to reselect to be served in the target cell, notifying the
target cell of a target cell reselection parameter threshold for the
UE being served in the source cell to reselect to be served in
the target cell.

The initial reselection condition may include a protocaled
reselection condition.
The source cell and the target cell may belong respectively to different communication systems.

The source cell reselection parameter threshold may include at least one of a Signal-to-Noise Ratio SNR and a received power of a wireless signal.

The source cell and the target cell may belong respectively to a Time Division-Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access TD-SCDMA system and a Global System of Mobile communication GSM.

The notification unit may be further configured for: when the source cell is a GSM cell and the target cell is a TD-SCDMA system cell, notifying the target cell of a source cell identifier and a target cell reselection parameter threshold.

Or the notification unit may be further configured for: when the source cell is a TD-SCDMA system cell and the target cell is a GSM cell, notifying the target cell of a source cell identifier, a target cell identifier, and a target cell reselection parameter threshold.

A base station BS may include the apparatus for cell reselection.

According to embodiments herein, when it is determined that a UE being served in a source cell meets an initial reselection condition for reselecting to be served in a target cell, local search is performed for a source cell reselection parameter threshold for a UE being served in the target cell to reselect to be served in the source cell; when there is no such threshold, the UE being served in the source cell reselects to be served in the target cell; when there is such a threshold, it is further determined whether a source cell reselection parameter corresponding to the source cell reselection parameter threshold measured for the source cell by the UE is less than or no greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold; when the source cell reselection parameter is greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold, the UE being served in the target cell does not reselect to be served in the target cell; when the source cell reselection parameter is less than or no greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold, the UE being served in the source cell reselects to be served in the target cell. The initial reselection condition is a reselection condition specified in a protocol related to the reselection. With the disclosure, a target cell may be notified of a reselection parameter threshold used in reselection to the target cell by a UE from a source cell, such that before reselection toward the source cell by the UE from the target cell, it may be further determined whether to carry out the reselection toward the source cell according to the reselection parameter threshold for reselection to the target cell. With a technical solution herein, asymmetric strategies for reselection between a TD-SCDMA system cell (TD cell for short) and a GSM cell, avoiding Ping-Pong reselection between the TD cell and the GSM cell, shortening UE paging interruption time during reselection, reducing a network load, enabling UE energy saving.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for cell reselection according to an embodiment herein.

FIG. 2 is a flowchart of suppressing reselection from a TD cell to a GSM cell according to an embodiment herein.

FIG. 3 is a flowchart of suppressing reselection from a GSM cell to a TD cell according to an embodiment herein.

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a structure of an apparatus for cell reselection according to an embodiment herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

According to embodiments herein, when it is determined that a UE being served in a source cell meets an initial reselection condition for reselecting to be served in a target cell, local search is performed for a source cell reselection parameter threshold for a UE being served in the target cell to reselect to be served in the source cell; when there is no such threshold, the UE being served in the source cell reselects to be served in the target cell; when there is such a threshold, it is further determined whether a source cell reselection parameter corresponding to the source cell reselection parameter threshold measured for the source cell by the UE is less than or no greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold; when the source cell reselection parameter is greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold, the UE being served in the source cell does not reselect to be served in the target cell; when the source cell reselection parameter is less than or no greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold, the UE being served in the source cell reselects to be served in the target cell.

With a technical solution according to an embodiment herein, reselection parameter thresholds between a TD cell and a GSM cell are shared, thereby avoiding inter-cell Ping-Pong reselection due to inconsistent protocolled strategies. In reselection from a GSM cell to a TD cell, the TD cell is notified of a reselection parameter threshold for reselection from a GSM cell to a TD cell (that is, a TD cell reselection parameter threshold for a UE being served in a GSM cell to reselect to be served in a TD cell). When cell reselection assessment is performed in the serving TD cell, in assessment of a previous serving GSM cell, besides a usual criterion for reselection from a TD cell to a GSM cell, further determination is performed based on the reselection parameter threshold for reselection from a TD cell to a GSM cell. When the parameter corresponding to the wireless signal of the serving TD cell is greater than the reselection parameter threshold for reselection from a GSM cell to a TD cell, when the parameter corresponding to the wireless signal of the serving TD cell is less or no greater than the reselection parameter threshold for reselection from a GSM cell to a TD cell, reselection toward the previous serving GSM cell will not be performed. Otherwise when the parameter corresponding to the wireless signal of the serving TD cell is less or no greater than the reselection parameter threshold for reselection from a GSM cell to a TD cell, reselection toward the previous serving GSM cell will be performed. Likewise, in reselection from a TD cell to a GSM cell, the GSM cell is notified of a reselection parameter threshold for reselection from a TD cell to a GSM cell (that is, a GSM cell reselection parameter threshold for a UE being served in a TD cell to reselect to be served in a GSM cell). When cell reselection assessment is performed in the serving GSM cell, in assessment of a previous serving TD cell, besides a usual criterion for reselection from a GSM cell to a TD cell, further determination is performed based on the assessment criterion within the TD standard to increase reliability in reselection and avoid Ping-Pong reselection.

To clearly show a technical problem to be solved, a technical solution, and beneficial effects of the present disclosure, the present disclosure is further elaborated below with reference to the drawings and embodiments.

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a method for cell reselection according to an embodiment herein. As shown in FIG. 1, a
method for cell reselection according to an embodiment herein may include steps as follows.

In step 101, when it is determined that a UE being served in a source cell meets an initial reselection condition for reselecting to be served in a target cell, local search is performed for a source cell reselection parameter threshold for a UE being served in the target cell to reselect to be served in the source cell; when there is no such threshold, the flow continues by executing step 103; when there is such a threshold, the flow continues by executing step 102.

The initial reselection condition is a reselection condition specified in a protocol related to the reselection.

A reselection parameter threshold may include at least one of a Signal-to-Noise Ratio SNR and a received power of a wireless signal. A reselection parameter threshold may be configured as a wireless signal quality indicator. Not limited to the two parameters in embodiments herein, a reselection parameter threshold may further include a parameter such as a Received Signal Strength Indicator RSSI, etc. Alternatively, the reselection parameter threshold may also be a composite index determined based on the multiple received signal quality parameters.

In step 102, it is determined whether a source cell reselection parameter corresponding to the source cell reselection parameter threshold measured for the source cell by the UE is less than or no greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold; when the source cell reselection parameter is greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold, the flow ends; when the source cell reselection parameter is less than or no greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold, the flow goes to step 103.

When the source cell reselection parameter is greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold, it means that the UE detects a wireless signal of better quality in the source cell, and reselection toward the target cell may then cause later reselection to the source cell by the UE from the target cell, thereby leading to Ping-Pong reselection. In this case, it's better that the UE is not allowed to reselect to be served in the target cell.

In step 103, the UE being served in the source cell reselects to be served in the target cell.

When the UE being served in the source cell reselects to be served in the target cell, the target cell may be notified, from the source cell, of a target cell reselection parameter threshold for the UE being served in the source cell to reselect to be served in the target cell.

The source cell and the target cell may belong respectively to different communication systems.

The source cell and the target cell may belong respectively to the TD-SCDMA system and the GSM.

When the source cell is a GSM cell and the target cell is a TD-SCDMA system cell, the target cell may be notified of a source cell identifier and a target cell reselection parameter threshold.

When the source cell is a TD-SCDMA system cell and the target cell is a GSM cell, the target cell may be notified of a source cell identifier, a target cell identifier, and a target cell reselection parameter threshold.

FIG. 2 is a flowchart of suppressing reselection from a TD cell to a GSM cell according to an embodiment herein. As shown in FIG. 2, the TD cell may maintain a list of reselection parameter thresholds including elements in a format of (GSMCellID, TddOffSet). The GSMCellID denotes the cell identifier of a GSM cell. The TddOffSet denotes a reselection parameter threshold for reselection toward TD from the GSM cell. For example, the reselection parameter threshold may be parameters such as an SNR and a received power of a wireless signal, a RSSI, etc. Alternatively, the reselection parameter threshold may also be a composite index determined based on the multiple received signal quality parameters. Assuming that a UE is camping on the GSM cell, the suppressing reselection from the TD cell to the GSM cell may include steps as follows.

In step 201, upon reselection by a UE from a GSM cell to a TD cell, an element (GSMCellID, TddOffSet) may be sent to the TD side. The GSMCellID is the cell identifier of the GSM cell serving the UE before the reselection. The TddOffSet is the reselection parameter threshold for the reselection.

In step 202, the element (GSMCellID, TddOffSet) may be added in a list of reselection parameter thresholds at the TD side; meanwhile, a timer is started for the element.

In step 203, GSM measurement may be started at the TD side as usual, and a GSM cell may be assessed.

In step 204, when it is found at the TD side that reselection toward a GSM cell is possible, the list of reselection parameter thresholds may be searched for the found GSM cell; when the found GSM cell is in the list, the flow continues by executing step 205; when the found GSM cell is not in the list, the flow continues by executing step 206.

In step 205, it is determined whether a parameter related to the signal of the TD cell is greater than the TddOffSet corresponding to the GSM cell; when the parameter related to the signal of the TD cell is greater than the TddOffSet corresponding to the GSM cell, the flow continues by executing step 203; otherwise when the parameter related to the signal of the TD cell is less than or no greater than the TddOffSet corresponding to the GSM cell, the flow continues by executing step 206.

In step 206, reselection from the TD cell toward the found GSM cell occurs, such that the UE camps on the found GSM cell.

In step 207, when the UE reselects to be served by a TD cell, the flow continues by executing step 201; otherwise the flow continues by executing step 206 to camp on the GSM cell.

In the flow, a storing upper limit of the list of reselection parameter thresholds may be defined. When a new element is to be inserted, it may be found that the list of reselection parameter thresholds is full, and then the oldest element may be deleted. A timer may be started for each element in the list of reselection parameter thresholds. When an existing element is inserted, the TddOffSet may be overwritten, and a timer may be restarted. When a timer expires, a corresponding element may be deleted from the list.

FIG. 3 is a flowchart of suppressing reselection from a GSM cell to a TD cell according to an embodiment herein. As shown in FIG. 3, the GSM cell may maintain a list of reselection parameter thresholds including elements in a format of (TdCellID, GSMCellID, T2GThresHold). The TdCellID denotes the cell identifier of a TD cell.

The GSMCellID denotes the cell identifier of a GSM cell. The T2GThresHold is reselection parameter threshold (Qg−(Rg−Rt)) configured in the TD cell. The Qg is a measured parameter related to the GSM cell. The Rg is the R value of the GSM cell. The Rt is the R value of the TD cell. Assuming that a UE is camping on the TD cell, the suppressing reselection from the TD cell to the GSM cell may include steps as follows.

In step 301, upon reselection by a UE from a TD cell to a GSM cell, an element (TdCellID, GSMCellID,
T2GThresHold) may be sent to the GSM cell. The TdCellID is the cell identifier of the TD cell serving the UE before the reselection.

In step 302, the element (TdCellID, GSMCellID, T2GThresHold) may be added in a list of reselection parameter thresholds at the GSM side; meanwhile, a timer is started for the element.

In step 303, TD measurement may be started at the GSM side as usual, and a TD cell may be assessed.

In step 304, when it is found in the GSM cell that reselection toward a TD cell is possible, the list of reselection parameter thresholds may be searched for the (GSMs, TDm) cell; when the (GSMs, TDm) cell is in the list, the flow continues by executing step 305; when the (GSMs, TDm) cell is not in the list, the flow continues by executing step 306.

Here, search may be performed in the GSM cell for cell data in two dimensions of GSMs and TDm respectively denoting the serving GSM cell and the target TD cell.

In step 305, it is determined whether a parameter related to the signal of the GSM cell is greater than the T2GThres Hold corresponding to the TD cell; when the parameter related to the signal of the GSM cell is greater than the T2GThres Hold corresponding to the TD cell, the flow continues by executing step 303; otherwise when the parameter related to the signal of the GSM cell is less than or no greater than the T2GThres Hold corresponding to the TD cell, the flow continues by executing step 306.

In step 306, reselection from the GSM cell toward the TD cell occurs, such that the UE camps on the TD cell.

In step 307, when the UE reselects to be served by a GSM cell, the flow continues by executing step 301; otherwise the flow continues by executing step 306 to camp on the TD cell.

In the flow, a storing upper limit of the list of reselection parameter thresholds may be defined. When a new element is to be inserted, it may be found that the list of reselection parameter thresholds is full; then the oldest element may be deleted. A timer may be started for each element in the list of reselection parameter thresholds. When an existing element is inserted, the T2GThres Hold may be overwritten, and a timer may be restarted. The (TdCellID, GSMCellID) two-dimensional information may serve as a unique record identifier. When a timer expires, a corresponding element may be deleted from the list.

FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of a structure of an apparatus for cell reselection according to an embodiment herein. As shown in FIG. 4, an apparatus for cell reselection according to an embodiment herein may include a first determining unit 40, a search unit 41, a reselecting unit 42, and a second determining unit 43.

The first determining unit 40 is configured for: determining whether a User Equipment UE being served in a source cell meets an initial reselection condition for reselecting to be served in a target cell; when the UE being served in the source cell meets the initial reselection condition for reselecting to be served in the target cell, triggering the search unit 41.

The search unit 41 is configured for: locally searching for a source cell reselection parameter threshold for a UE being served in the target cell to reselect to be served in the source cell; when there is no such threshold, triggering the reselecting unit 42; when there is such a threshold, triggering the second determining unit 43.

The reselecting unit 42 is configured for: allowing the UE being served in the source cell to reselect to be served in the target cell.

The second determining unit 43 is configured for: determining whether a source cell reselection parameter corresponding to the source cell reselection parameter threshold measured for the source cell by the UE is less than or no greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold; when the source cell reselection parameter is less than or no greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold, triggering the reselecting unit 42 to allow the UE being served in the source cell to reselect to be served in the target cell.

Based on an apparatus for cell reselection according to an embodiment herein as shown in FIG. 4, an apparatus for cell reselection according to an embodiment herein may further include:

- a notification unit (not shown in FIG. 4), which may be configured for: when the reselecting unit 42 enables the UE being served in the source cell to reselect to be served in the target cell, notifying the target cell of a target cell reselection parameter threshold for the UE being served in the source cell to reselect to be served in the target cell.
- The initial reselection condition may include a protocol reselection condition.
- The source cell and the target cell may belong respectively to different communication systems.
- The source cell reselection parameter threshold may include at least one of a Signal-to-Noise Ratio SNR and a received power of a wireless signal.
- The source cell and the target cell may belong respectively to the TD-SCDMA system and the GSM.
- The notification unit may further be configured for: when the source cell is a GSM cell and the target cell is a TD-SCDMA system cell, notifying the target cell of a source cell identifier and a target cell reselection parameter threshold.
- The notification unit may further be configured for: when the source cell is a TD-SCDMA system cell and the target cell is a GSM cell, notifying the target cell of a source cell identifier, a target cell identifier, and a target cell reselection parameter threshold.

The apparatus for cell reselection may apply to a BS. Any of the first determining unit 40, the search unit 41, the reselecting unit 42, and the second determining unit 43 may be implemented using a Central Processing Unit CPU, a Digital Signal Processor DSP, or a Field Programmable Gate Array FPGA set in a BS. The notification unit may be implemented using an antenna set in a BS or a corresponding wired or wireless network port.

Those skilled in the art will understand that functions implemented by processing units in the apparatus for cell reselection shown in FIG. 4 may be understood with reference to description of the method for cell reselection. Those skilled in the art will understand that a function of a processing unit in the apparatus for cell reselection shown in FIG. 4 may be implemented by a program running on a processor or by a specific logic circuit.

An embodiment herein further discloses a BS, which may include the apparatus for cell reselection shown in FIG. 4. The BS according to an embodiment herein in particular may refer to a GSM BS and/or a TD-SCDMA system BS.

Apparently, those skilled in the art will know that processing units or steps in embodiments herein may be realized using a universal computing device, and may be integrated in a single computing device or distributed in a network formed by multiple computing devices. Optionally, they may be realized using computing device executable program codes, and thus may be stored in a storage device and executed by a computing device. Each unit may be made
into an Integrated Circuit module. Multiple modules or steps herein may be realized by being made into a single Integrated Circuit module. Thus, an embodiment of the disclosure is not limited to a specific combination of hardware and software.

What described are merely embodiments of the disclosure and are not intended to limit the scope of the disclosure.

INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY

With the disclosure, a target cell may be notified of a reselection parameter threshold used in reselection to the target cell by a US from a source cell, such that before reselection toward the source cell by the UE from the target cell, it may be further determined whether to carry out the reselection toward the source cell according to the reselection parameter threshold for reselection to the target cell. With a technical solution herein, asymmetric strategies for reselection between a TD-SCDMA system cell (TD cell for short) and a GSM cell, avoiding Ping-Pong reselection between the TD cell and the GSM cell, shortening UE paging interruption time during reselection, reducing a network load, enabling UE energy saving.

The invention claimed is:

1. A method for cell reselection, comprising:
   when determining that a User Equipment UE being served in a source cell meets an initial reselection condition for reselecting to be served in a target cell, locally searching for a source cell reselection parameter threshold for a UE being served in the target cell to reselect to be served in the source cell; when there is no such threshold, allowing the UE being served in the source cell to reselect to be served in the target cell; when there is such a threshold, further determining whether a source cell reselection parameter corresponding to the source cell reselection parameter threshold measured for the source cell by the UE is less than or no greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold; when the source cell reselection parameter is less than or no greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold, allowing the UE being served in the source cell to reselect to be served in the target cell.

2. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
   in allowing the UE being served in the source cell to reselect to be served in the target cell, notifying the target cell of a target cell reselection parameter threshold for the UE being served in the source cell to reselect to be served in the target cell.

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the initial reselection condition comprises a protocoted reselection condition.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the source cell and the target cell belong respectively to different communication systems.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the source cell and the target cell belong respectively to a Time Division-Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access TD-SCDMA system and a Global System of Mobile communication GSM;
   when the source cell is a GSM cell and the target cell is a TD-SCDMA system cell, the target cell is notified of a source cell identifier and a target cell reselection parameter threshold;
   when the source cell is a TD-SCDMA system cell and the target cell is a GSM cell, the target cell is notified of a source cell identifier, a target cell identifier, and a target cell reselection parameter threshold.

6. The method according to claim 4, wherein the source cell reselection parameter threshold comprises at least one of a Signal-to-Noise Ratio SNR and a received power of a wireless signal.

7. An apparatus for cell reselection, comprising a first determining unit, a search unit, a reselecting unit, and a second determining unit, wherein
   the first determining unit is configured for: determining whether a User Equipment UE being served in a source cell meets an initial reselection condition for reselecting to be served in a target cell; when the UE being served in the source cell meets the initial reselection condition for reselecting to be served in the target cell, triggering the search unit;
   the search unit is configured for: locally searching for a source cell reselection parameter threshold for a UE being served in the target cell to reselect to be served in the source cell; when there is no such threshold, triggering the reselecting unit; when there is such a threshold, triggering the second determining unit;
   the reselecting unit is configured for: allowing the UE being served in the source cell to reselect to be served in the target cell;
   the second determining unit is configured for: determining whether a source cell reselection parameter corresponding to the source cell reselection parameter threshold measured for the source cell by the UE is less than or no greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold; when the source cell reselection parameter is less than or no greater than the source cell reselection parameter threshold, triggering the reselecting unit to allow the UE being served in the source cell to reselect to be served in the target cell.

8. The apparatus according to claim 7, further comprising:
   a notification unit configured for: when the reselecting unit allows the UE being served in the source cell to reselect to be served in the target cell, notifying the target cell of a target cell reselection parameter threshold for the UE being served in the source cell to reselect to be served in the target cell.

9. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the initial reselection condition comprises a protocoted reselection condition.

10. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the source cell and the target cell belong respectively to different communication systems;
    the source cell reselection parameter threshold comprises at least one of a Signal-to-Noise Ratio SNR and a received power of a wireless signal.

11. The apparatus according to claim 10, wherein the source cell and the target cell belong respectively to a Time Division-Synchronous Code Division Multiple Access TD-SCDMA system and a Global System of Mobile communication GSM;
    the notification unit is further configured for: when the source cell is a GSM cell and the target cell is a TD-SCDMA system cell, notifying the target cell of a source cell identifier and a target cell reselection parameter threshold;
    or the notification unit is further configured for: when the source cell is a TD-SCDMA system cell and the target cell is a GSM cell, notifying the target cell of a source cell identifier, a target cell identifier, and a target cell reselection parameter threshold.
12. A base station BS, comprising the apparatus for cell reselection according to claim 7.

* * * * *